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SUMMARY 
I would like to begin with a logistics’ quote… Did you think about international shipping pricing? 

Well, not this type of quote. Although you will find total costing late in this dissertation.  

“Trade has long been a powerful engine for Canada’s economy. 
Canadian jobs and prosperity depend on the business we do with 
other countries. In fact, trade is equivalent to more than 60 percent 
of our country’s GDP and one in five Canadian jobs is related to 
exports.” (Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada) 
 

As a vital element of Canada’s global supply chain, Canadian forwarding and logistics firms, 

also known as the "Architects of Transport" enhance the movement of goods around the world. 

Freight forwarders provide a vital link in Canada’s global supply chains, facilitate export 

capabilities and support the delivery of competitive solutions to Canada’s importing and 

exporting communities. Despite unprecedented challenges that freight forwarders face as a 

result of the COVID-19 pandemic while being on the front line in this endeavor they spare no 

effort to be on the same page with rapidly changing responses to the ongoing situation, 

because Canada’s supply chain as well as supply chain of other countries must continue to 

move around the world. This dissertation will cover one import and one export scenario of very 

different commodities. 

Export scenario 

The purpose of this research is to present a client with a transport proposal 

to deliver 198 hydrants from Edmonton, Alberta in Canada to Tamanrasset/ 

Aguenar Airport in southern Algeria within 20 days to meet the project 

deadlines. 

Import scenario 

The purpose of this research is to provide GE Capital with transport 

proposal to re-deliver three locomotives from the Port of Rio de Janeiro , 

Brazil to the GE plant in London, Ontario in Canada because a 10-year lease 

term is coming to the end.  
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 EXPORT SHIPMENT  

PREPARATIONS 

Problem scenario 

A customer has an urgent requirement to move 198 fire hydrants (HS Code: 8481.00) from 

Edmonton, Alberta to Tamanrasset/Aguenar Airport in southern Algeria. Our client, a large 

Canadian Engineering Consulting Consortium, has been awarded a contract to upgrade and 

expand the current airport facilities of Tamanrasset/Aguenar – Hadj Bey Akhamok Airport in 

southern Algeria. The project includes a major expansion of the Military Base for the Algerian 

Airforce. The Consortium sub-contracted manufacturing of fire hydrants to a Canadian 

company located in the north end of Edmonton, which unfortunately has fallen behind 

production schedule. It is forced to ship fire hydrants by air to Aguenar Airport at own expense 

so as to avoid heavy penalties far exceeding the cost of the air charter. And therefore, any 

delays are absolutely impermissible. The paper compares pricing, routing and timing of two 

transport options: 

1. Local trucking from the manufacturing facility at the north end of Edmonton to Edmonton 

International Airport, and then direct air charter from Edmonton to Aguenar Airport.  

2. Trucking in bond from Edmonton to Houston International Airport, and then direct air 

charter from Houston to Aguenar Airport to avoid paying for empty ferrying cost of a 

plane to Edmonton. 

Manufacturer is responsible for packaging. The fire hydrants are shipped each on its own 

wooden cradle, and 9 units are bundled together in a pattern 3 wide and 3 high (Appendix 1). 

A bundle of 9 hydrants will be considered as 1 unit for this project. There are 22 such units:  

L W H Weight 

2.75M 1.85M 2.00M 3150kg 

108.27Inch 72.84Inch 78.74Inch 6944lb 
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Shipper is responsible to provide cargo clean and free of dirt or other contaminants and free of 

insects or vermin. Every pound of packaging is an extra weight for the main leg - airfreight. 

Packaging should be light and tare weight should be minimized. 

The fire hydrants will be ready in Edmonton for shipping after March 15, and they must be 

delivered on site within the following 20 days.  

The cargo ready date March 15 allowed me enough time to research and set up a charter flight. 

It is important that project start date falls after winter end. Edmonton is among North America's 

cities with the coldest winters. It is at the same latitude as Hamburg (Germany) and 

Magnitogorsk (Russia). Winter lasts from November to March. Temperatures can fall below 

−20C (−4F) (Canada.ca, 2019). Arranging any freight movements during winter months would 

increase risk of loading delays due to unfavorable weather conditions, which may also result in 

additional cost for airplane demurrage. 

Documentation 

 Commercial invoice (CI). Common data elements are consignee, shipper, invoice date, value, 

currency of sale, country of origin, description. It should be clear, legible, complete and 

accurate.  

 Packing list 

 Certificate of Origin 

 Certificate of Conformity (Certificate of Quality) is a mandatory document for Algerian Customs 

clearance for every import shipment. It is issued in the country of export and ensures that a 

commodity meets legal and regulatory requirements that affect them. It is issued within a 

maximum of 24 hours after a related inspection. 

 Manufacturer issued literature including cargo specifications and function 

 Cargo Insurance Certificate 

 Airwaybill 
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 Transportation and Exportation (T & E) Customs Bond applicable for option#2. A T&E Bond is 

used when sending goods through the USA in transit to another country. T&E Bond allows 

imported merchandise to be entered at one US port without appraisement or payment of duties 

and transported by a bonded carrier to another US. port where the merchandise is exported 

(U.S. Customs and Border Protection, 2019). 

 Export Declaration (ED). It is required for commercial 

goods with valued over CAD$2,000 moving to non-US 

destination. Completed ED should be submitted to 

Canadian Customs. For goods exported by air ED 

must be submitted not less than two hours prior to the 

loading on board of an aircraft and for goods exported 

by truck ED - immediately prior to exportation. It can 

be filed using one of the bellow methods: 

o Electronic - Canadian Automated Export 

Declaration (CAED) (CBSA(3), 2019) 

o Paper - Form B13A, Export Declaration 

(Appendix 2).  

o The Canadian Export Reporting System (new 

for 2020) if by the time of export, we activate our CERS business account 

After an ED is filed, a Proof of Report number is generated. After submitting CAED it takes 2-

3 days to receive a confirmation number from CBSA. Filled paper B13A though can be done 

within 1 day because it can be presented to a CBSA office for stamping right away. The stamp 

on B13 provides proof that the exports were reported to the CBSA. B13A is a good option to 

consider if it required on the same day. The exporter should ensure with the Canada Revenue 

Agency that their Business Number and export account have been activated for export 

purposes, and that all related information is up-to-date. 

Due to its aging technology, CAED will be 

replaced by the Canadian Export Reporting 

System (CERS), by June 30 2020 (CBSA(1), 

2019). This will eliminate the paper B13A Form as 

well. CERS is a web-based, self-service portal, for 

electronic reporting of export declarations. CERS 

has been designed by the CBSA to meet current 

export program requirements while providing 

flexibility for future system enhancements. 

Exporters who have submitted export 

declarations electronically in the last 2 years will 

receive a letter from the CBSA informing them 

how to activate their CERS business accounts 

during a specified onboarding period between 

February and June 2020. Once a CERS account 

is activated, companies should only use it to 

report goods and not revert back to using CAED. 
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Insurance 

Even though we have taken extraordinary measures throughout the planning process to 

mitigate the possible risk and damage to this cargo, there is never a 100% guarantee of no risk 

or damage. Therefore, it is our recommendation the shipper insures the goods. In accordance 

with the Montreal Convention, air carriers are only liable for damages up to 19 SDR per kg. 

Commercial value per complete fire hydrant is USD$3,800.00 and therefore total cargo value 

is USD$752,400.00. Cargo will be insured under Institute Cargo Clause A. Insurance coverage 

will be from door to door which is also called ‘’extended cover’’. It is always recommended to 

add to the coverage Strikes, Riots and Civil Commotions which is 0.03%. This would give 

additional cover to the customer. We would insure for 110% of the CIF value. With deductible 

of $15,000 insurance premium is USD$0.35 per USD$100 of insured value. Deductibles are 

directly related to the level of the premium charged and for example if the client preferred no 

deductible insurance premium rate would increase to USD$1.00 per USD$100 of insurance 

value. Rust Oxidation and Discoloration exclusion clause will apply. 
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PRE-CARRIAGE 
The manufacturer will load the bundles on to a trailer with his forklift from the dock level. They 

will be securely fastened to the trailer using webbing and nylon straps at approved lashing 

points to minimize movement during transit (Appendix 1). Chains are not recommended 

because they are made of metal and can easily scratch the load. 

In café of a dry van trailer freights are loaded on the rear. A loading dock is required. A trailer 

backs in to a loading dock and cargo is loaded by a forklift. Dry Van trailers are generally 

enclosed and are commonly used to carry and protect the freights from the harmful elements 

of the weather or road. Standard height is 102”, inside width @ 98”, length 53’, payload 44-45 

000lbs (Traffic Tech Int., 2019). A flatbed is used to load freights not only on its rear but also 

on its sides and top. Also, a tarp is required in order to protect the freight from the elements or 

road debris. 

Option 1: local haulage within Edmonton. Cargo can be delivered from the manufacturer to the 

Edmonton Airport within 3 hours. It will require 5 trailers: dry van or flatbed. 

Option 2: in bond to Houston, USA. Transit time from Edmonton to Huston is 3.5-4 days. So, 

if picked up March 15, delivery will be earliest on March 18 after 2 pm. To avoid any 

weather/traffic issues we will count 4 days and consider delivery date March 19. March is slow 

month for backhauls from Taxes and therefore trucking prices are high till April (Purewal, 2019). 

T&E bond will be arranged by the trucking company. 22 units would require 5 trailers. 
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MAIN CARRIAGE: AIRCRAFT CHARTER 

Choice of airplane.  

Important step is to choose the type of airplane. Sadly, there are no published listings of 

available airplanes for charter. An air charter broker is needed to 

find suitable equipment. I have approached an airfreight charter 

company with fair amount of experience in handling global 

widebody aircraft charters. Choice of an aircraft depends on 

cargo dimensions, weight, packaging. Total weight of this cargo 

is almost 70 tons, height 2 m and width 1.85 m. We have to verify 

that cargo can fit through a door of an airplane and can be placed 

in two rows side by side on the deck floor. The air charter broker 

has quoted me Boeing 747-400F (Boyle, 2019).  

Suitable plane models 

There are no lifting lugs on the 9-hydrant bundles. But the bundles will be easily loaded and 

secured on airline pallets on the ground using a forklift. Since there often isn't room to drive a 

forklift truck into the plane to load pallets, the load floor is equipped with rollers (Appendix 3). 

Boeing 747-400F 

Cargo can be loaded through the nose or side 

door. A loading level is on the same height like a 

window in a passenger aircraft. In order to lift 

cargo that high an FMC unit is often used 

(Appendix 4). There are rollers inside on the floor 

to take cargo. 

Boeing MD11F 

The MD 11 has an almost identical range to the 

B747, but a slightly lower payload capacity (Air 

Charter Service(3), 2019). 

Ilyushin IL-96-400T 

The IL-96’s long haul reliability and wide body make it a 

very capable and popular option for transporting cargo 

(Appendix 5). 

Antonov AN-124-100 Ruslan  

Antonov kneels its front and rear. Both nose and rear 

part go up and a ramp comes out so cargo ca be driven 

along the ramp inside the airplane. A plane is fitted with 

a system of overhead cranes and onboard Antonov's 

own gantry crane (Appendix 6). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

This plane can’t 
stop laughing 
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Once a pallet is pushed through the doorway and clamped to edge rails, the rollers are used 

to move it along rails. In Boeing 747-400F two pallets would easily fit side by side on the upper 

deck, because this plane is equipped with double tracks. An airfreight pallet is a type of a unit 

load device (ULD). These pallets are flat lightweight sheets of aluminum that can hold stacked 

shipments. A net is usually used to secure the stacked shipments from falling off ULDs.  

Incoterm is CIF Tamanrasset/ Aguenar Airport. Under this term, the Algerian consignee is 

responsible for import customs clearance and pays unloading costs at destination. As I checked 

the destination airport has an FMC loader to unload from the airplane to ground (Appendix 7).  

In order to land in Algier a permit is required. Royalty fees are imposed by a government of a 

destination country or a government-owned airline for handling rights. Considering this project, 

royalty fee is payable to Algeria Civil Aviation Authority by air carrier, and not by freight 

forwarder or Shipper/Cnee. Air carrier either incorporates it in the charter rates or charges it 

separately. Permits are valid for 72 hours. 

Edmonton (YEG)– Tamanrasset (TMR) vs Houston (IAH) – Tamanrasset (TMR) 

Due to the earth’s round shape, the actual distance YEG to TMR vs IAH to TMR is almost 

identical (Appendix 8), so flight duration is nearly the same (Great Circle Mapper, 2019): 

• 9,747 km YEG – TMR  

• 9,742 km  IAH – TMR  

There is a very little possibility that a required aircraft Boeing 747-400F is available empty in 

YEG. A Ferry charge, which is a charge to position an empty airplane from wherever it is in the 

world to the airport of the shipment’s origin, will apply. This fee can add up notably to the total 

cost of freight. IAH is a bigger airport compared to YEG and therefore ferrying an airplane is 

not necessary.  
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Total Costing 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 
 Failure to provide true, accurate and complete information on an ED could result in export 

delays and administrative monetary penalties. Also, great care must be taken in preparing 

other export documentation to prevent delays, storage, and demurrage costs.  

 In case cargo is referenced for Examination of Exports by the CBSA, Exporter has no 

other choice but bear costs associated with the examination.  

 Necessary permits and certificates should be obtained. All appropriate rules, i.e. issued by 

the Ministries of Transpiration, Customs, airport authorities should be strictly respected. 

 One way to minimize risks is to have cargo inspected by an independent surveyor at the 

points of loading and discharge, and if practical, at final destination. Also, a surveyor can 

make recommendations on the spot; plus, laborers who are involved in loading and 

unloading, may be more careful if there is a surveyor in attendance. 

 Experienced personnel can avoid or minimize damage due to human errors 

 A reputable and experienced air charter broker should be chosen 

 Cargo must be insured by reputable insurance company 

 Proper calculations should be made based on accurate dimensions prior to deciding on 

any transport mode  

 Bribery is a part of common day life in many countries in Africa 

 Weather can be a very big factor affecting cost and causing delays. 

 Environmental risks caused by using different modes of transport.  

 Challenges faced by air cargo industry during COVID-19 and new procedures 
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CONCLUSION 
The hydrant manufacturer has a 20-day window left to get the hydrants delivered from 

Edmonton to Tamanrasset. He is forced to ship by air charter or face severe penalties. The 

dominant decision-making element here is TIME and the fastest transit is required. Between 

two transport options: via Edmonton airport and via Houston airport, I have chosen the first one 

because it is the quickest routing under the given circumstances. There are fewer risks of 

delays and road accidents, because road haulage is significantly shorter, and there is no need 

to arrange T&E Bond. Direct charter from Edmonton under option#1 is USD$60,000 more 

expensive compared to chartering a plane from Houston due to the ferry charge applicable to 

airfreight cost YEG-TMR. Cost comparison revealed that price of trucking to Houston is lower 

versus positioning an empty aircraft from Houston to Edmonton. Total cost difference between 

the two proposals is approx. USD$46k. Due to the earth’s round shape, flight time is almost 

similar for both alternatives. With price being a secondary concern, cost savings from option#2 

are outweighed by extra transit time required to truck hydrants to Houston.  
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 IMPORT SHIPMENT  

PREPARATIONS 

Problem scenario 

Our client GE Capital holds a 10-year lease for three GE Dash-9 Diesel Electric locomotives to 

a Brazilian Railway Company. The leasing term is coming to the end and locomotives are to 

be returned to the GE locomotive plant in London, a city in Ontario, Canada (not to be mistaken 

with the capital of Great Britain). Delivery will be under term FAS Port of Rio de Janeiro. July 

30 is considered as latest arrival date in London. Cargo ready date is April 1. The plant had 

adequate lifting facilities and numerous rail tracks (inside and outside) exist, both with Canadian 

National (CN) and Canadian Pacific (CP) railroads’ access. 

Cargo specifications: 

o Quantity: 3 units 

o Unit Dims: L 22.45m, W 3.12m, H 4.88m  

o Unit Weigh 193MT 

o Commodity: GE Dash-9 Diesel Electric locomotives  

o HS code: 8607.91.00 

o Total Commercial Value USD3.6 Mio 

The client is looking for the most sensible way of transporting these locomotives from the Port 

of Rio de Janeiro back to London. Cost-effectiveness is the main criteria for decision making, 

whilst I will also consider reasonable timeframe. 

The paper compares transport routings via port of Houston and US East Coast ports. The 

crucial question was how to move locomotives from Houston by rail. 3 options were considered: 

 Keeping narrow-gauge boogies and transporting locomotors on flatbeds 

 Removing narrow-gauge boogies from locomotives in the port of loading and transporting 

them on flatbeds 
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 Removing narrow-gauge boogies from locomotives in the port of loading and installing 

standard-gauge boogies on locomotors in the port of discharge after unloading, so 

locomotives can be pulled over the rail track on own “wheels”.  

No rail carrier operates directly between Houston and London, therefore an interchange 

between at least 2 rail carriers is required.  

Documentation 

This scenario is not a regular import of commercial goods, but a re-

import of goods after a lease termination. Locomotives should be declared 

as ‘Canadian Goods Returned’ under H.S. Code 9813.00 and not under HS 

code: 8607.91.00, which would be used in case locomotives were imported. This allows the 

importer to benefit from duty-free and GST exempt goods.  

 Commercial invoice (CI) from the Brazilian Railway to GE showing current market value of 

leased vehicles. It should be clear, legible, complete and accurate.  

 Packing list 

 Certificate of Origin 

 Manufacturer issued literature including cargo specifications 

 Cargo Insurance Certificate 

 Ocean waybill and manifest 

 Rail waybill and manifest. Rail manifest which will be used for import customs clearance at the 

entry port in Canada.  

 Transportation and Exportation (T & E) Customs Bond for the rail portion from the port of 

Houston to the Canadian border entry point. Rail carrier can electronically carry a shipper's 

T&E Bond number. 

 A copy of the original Export Declaration (ED) document as a proof of export to Brazil which is 

required for goods returning to Canada to be considered duty-free and GST exempt: CAED 
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with a generated Proof of Report number (CBSA(3), 2019) or B13A (Appendix 2) with CBSA 

officer’s stamp (CBSA(2), 2019).  

Packaging & Special Provision 961  

Since locomotives are loaded below deck there will be no risk of rust or corrosion from sea 

water and therefore no cover i.e. heavy-duty tarpaulins are needed. The GE does not require 

any protective packaging for the rail trip either. The Shipper should prepare the cargo for re-

import by making it reasonably clean. 

A Locomotive is a complicated piece of machinery. It is a hybrid electric vehicle powered by 

both an internal combustion engine and a battery. Below parts can constitute a hazard: 

 Engine Room 

 Diesel Fuel Tank (2000-5000 gal) 

 Batteries (2x37 gallon sulfuric acid) 

 Water (380 gallons @ 200°F) 

 450 gallons of oil @ 210°F) 

Special Provisions (SP) 961 & 962 determines if vehicles qualify as hazardous or non-

hazardous (International Maritime Organisation, 2018). Unless SP 961 of International 

Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) code is met, locomotives become dangerous goods, which 

is UN3166, Class9. Carriers may ask a shipper to confirm in writing that cargo meets the 

requirement of SP 961: 

SAMPLE STATEMENT 

 

“We confirm that the vehicle meets the requirements of IMDG code Special Provision 961, 

the fuel tank is empty and batteries are protected from short circuit” 

(Kallada, 2011) 
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Insurance 

Incoterm FAS Rio De Janeiro does not include cargo insurance. Ocean carriers are only liable 

for damages up to 2 SDR per kg or 666.67 SDR/unit. Market value per a locomotive is USD1.2 

Mio and therefore total cargo value is USD3.6 Mio. Despite planned precautions to alleviate 

any risk of damage, there is never a 100% guarantee of risk-free transport solution. Hence, it 

is our recommendation the consignee insures the goods. Nuts and bolts of cargo insurance 

are listed below. 

  

o Coverage: All Risks as per Institute Cargo Clause A + Institute War and Strikes clauses; 

‘’extended cover’’ door to door 

o Deductible: USD$25,000. 

o Rates: USD$0.25 per USD$100 of insured value 

o Valuation: CIF + 10% 

o Coverage limit: USD$5,000,000 any one conveyance 

o Excluding Rust, Oxidation and Discoloration, Scratching, Denting, Marring and 

Chipping, Electrical and Mechanical Derangement for all exposed cargo  

o Warranted: Loading and Unloading Survey by a 3rd party at the insureds expense 

during loading onto vessel and off of the vessel  

o Warranted no waivers of subrogation against any 3rd parties 
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MAIN CARRIAGE: OCEAN FREIGHT 

       To Lift-on/Lift-off or Roll-on/Roll-off?  

For a dimensional load that cannot fit into a standard container, 

either Roll-on/Roll-off (RoRo) or conventional Lift-on/Lift-off (LoLo) 

ship can be used instead. LoLo service is less expensive and more 

ecological. I examined suitability of the following approaches for the main leg: 

 Using a roll trailer. A roll trailer (mafi trailer) (Appendix 9Appendix 9) is a dolly platform 

that is towed by a tugmaster tractor. It is used to transport heavy static items which are 

overwise considered unrollable for a Ro-Ro vessel by rolling them into a vessel garage 

through a vessel’s mobile ramp. In regards to these locomotives, its weight exceeds 

max payload of a roll trailer and therefore using mafi trailers is not a feasible solution 

(Hoegh, 2020). 

 Stools and beams. Stools would be pre-installed on the bottom of locomotives. Cargo 

placed on beams can be driven on to RoRo vessel by a self-propelled modular trailer 

(SPMT), using hydraulics to lower the platform to support locomotives whilst still resting 

on its beams (Gigadgets, 2018). And use the opposite technic for unloading: Moving 

these heavy locomotives on trailers inside a roro ship is not a workable option either. 

The total height, once loaded on a SPMT, might not fit through the ramp. Similar, 

combined weight of a locomotive and a trailer may be over the RoRo ship ramp’s weight 

capability. 

 And of course, lifting cargo by a crane into a conventional LoLo vessel and placing it on 

stools pre-installed on the floor (Appendix 11). This is the most efficient and sensible 

method, which will be disused further below.  
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Port of choice 

Ports suitable for discharge are Houston, TX and US East Coast ports like Philadelphia, PA or 

Camden, NJ. These ports offer stevedoring services, storage and transloading facilities for 

dimensional cargo and its break bulk terminals have direct connection to rail.  

Chartering a whole LoLo vessel or doing a part charter in order to ship just 3 locomotives would 

be expensive. The best option is to find an ocean carrier who offers liner service between Rio 

De Janeiro and a North American port that can accommodate project cargo. Two liner break-

bulk carriers are considered: BBC Chartering and Intermarine/Zeamarine. Both carriers offer 

liner service from Rio De Janeiro to Houston, TX (Intermarine, 2020), (BBC Chartering, 2020). 

Camden or Philadelphia are regular line ports for neither Zeamarine nor BBC. Therefore, 

Houston is the most suitable discharge Port. Houston would be a better option also because 

one of its key areas is handling high volumes of project cargo. Houston takes 1st place in USA 

in project cargo handling (Port Houston, 2020). It has 4 breakbulk terminals with direct on dock 

rail access. 

Intermarine/Zeamarine was designated as the ocean carrier for this project. Their ships have 

self-sufficient heavy lift cranes. Moreover, they can provide services past the hook. They have 

a monthly sailing from Brazil to US Gulf, transit time Rio de Janeiro to Houston is about 18 

days. 

With or without 1000 mm wide boogies? 

The Brazilian Railway Company operates on 1000 mm wide tracks, which also are alongside 

the loading docks’ edge in the port. This makes it all but effortless for the shipper to fulfill their 

obligations under the FAS Incoterm. There are several transport options to consider depending 

on whether or not 1000 mm wide gauge boogies remain attached to locomotives: 

Option#1. Keeping the 1000 mm wide gauge boogies installed and placing the locomotive on 

pre-made blocks inside the ship. Consequently, these boogies would remain on locomotives 
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at the time of discharge. Locomotives will be unloaded from the vessel directly onto QTTX type 

rail cars. Once delivered to the GE in London it will be at the discretion of the GE what to do 

with the narrow boogies. 

Option#2. Removing the narrow gauge (1000 mm wide) boogies from locomotives in the port 

of loading. It is very likely that the Brazilian railway company would want to take their narrow 

gauge boogies back. The boogies were custom made according to an order of the Brazilian 

Railway company when locomotives were first imported to Brazil. That is why the Brazilian 

Railway company would prefer to keep these tailored boogies even though it involves extra 

expenses from their side to remove these boogies. Locomotives will be secured below deck on 

stands and blocks with webbing, nylon straps and chains. In the port of discharge cargo will be 

unloaded directly from the ship to QTTX type rail cars. 

Option#3. Removing boogies from locomotives in the port of loading. Ask the GE London to 

provide standard gauge (1435 mm wide) boogies and transport them by truck from London to 

Houston. Ask the GE also to provide a mechanic who will install standard gauge boogies on 

the locomotors. Once fitting is completed, locomotives will be place on rail and pulled over the 

rail track to London. Brazil, USA and Canada have the same ‘knuckle-couplers’ - a mechanism 

used to connect rail cars in a train - so locomotives could be pulled by another locomotive on 

the same track. Having an engineer from the GE installing boogies properly under the engines 

is a costly and complicated venture which also involves extra liabilities. 

Judging from the described above possible transport solutions, Option#2 is selected as the 

most practical.  
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Ocean carriage  

From ‘under hook’ the carrier will lift cargo into the ship using ship’s gear. Cargo is subject to 

stevedore approval in both loading and unloading ports after review of blue prints of lifting and 

lashing points, center of gravity and other technical details. Due to cargo weight, Zeamarine 

will provide adequate spreaders for lifting cargo in and out of the vessel (Appendix 10). Two 

cranes in tandem can lift up to 300MT (Intermarine, 2020). 

Lashing and securing inside the ship’s hold is Zeamarine’s responsibility as well. Their 

stevedores will prepare adequate blocks and frame inside the ship to place undercarriage of 

locomotives on and secure and fasten locomotives by chains and soft webbed belts (Appendix 

11). Afterwards, block and stands used for ocean leg will be used for rail. All cargo moves will 

be handled and supervised by licensed professionals. Cargo and tow survey should be 

performed for security purposes and safe handling. An independent surveyor will be hired to 

oversee loading and unloading of the cargo. Such surveyors are published in The Lloyd’s of 

London website by country, port, city etc. Cost of loading and unloading survey can range from 

USD$1,500 to USD$3,000 depending on the time for travelling to and from the ports, how long 

the loading and unloading takes.  

In the port of unloading each locomotive will be unloaded using the vessel’s own gear through 

dual lifting operations directly to rail cars.  
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ON-CARRIAGE – RAIL FREIGHT 

The Myth of the "Standard" Gauge  

The locomotives are equipped with boogies that are suitable for the Brazilian tracks, but unfit 

for Canadian rails. Gauge 

width is not uniformed 

around the world. Brazil 

has narrow 1000mm 

gauges, USA/Canada and 

Europe have mostly 

standard 1435mm 

gauges, and Russia has 

broad gauges of 1520mm. 

All in all, these 

locomotives become 

immobile over the 

USA/Canada rail track and have to be transported on flatbeds. What kind of flatbed: road or 

rail? The choice is explained below. 

Truck road’s juridical maximum in Canada is L16.15m, W2.6m, H4.11m, cargo is L22.45m, 

W3.12m, H4.88m. Also, locomotives exceed max gross vehicle weight 120MT (MTO, 2020). 

In order to obtain a permit to move oversized cargo by road a forwarder must include 

justification that road transport is necessary, in other words alternate means of transportation 

were thoroughly investigated and it is proven that no alternative exists (Oversize/overweight 

permits, 2017). The MTO most likely would disallow road transport. And the reason is 

availability of railways directly to the plant. Hence, road transport cannot be considered. 

The different gauges can broadly be divided into the following: 

 Broad Gauge: width 1524 - 1676 mm - 17.2% of the world 

 Standard Gauge: width 1435 mm and 1451 mm - 54.9% of the world 

 Metre Gauge: width 610 mm - 1067 mm – 27.9% of the world 

(RailSystem, 2015) 
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Finding the right rail routing 

There is no single rail carrier that operates between Houston and London. Neither of 2 main 

Canadian rail carriers (Canadian National Railway (CN) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) 

goes to Houston, therefore an interchange between at least 2 rail carriers is required. 3 USA 

railways have access to the port of Houston: Union Pacific Railroad (UP), BNSF Railway, 

Kansas City Southern Railway (KCS). Bearing this in mind, I researched 3 routing options: 

 KCS – CN with interchange in JACKSON, MISSISIPPI 

 BNSF – CN with interchange in MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 

 UP - CN with interchange in SALEM, MISSOURI 

CN does not interchange dimensional cargo with the UP at Salem, IL; neither they do with the 

KCS in Jason, MI, thus the only alternative available is with the BNSF via Memphis, TN  

Briefly speaking about routing via US East Coast ports, Philadelphia, PA or Camden, NJ are 

connected by the CSX Transportation and The Norfolk Southern Railway (NS) with the CN and 

CP interchange point of Buffalo, NY. They can be treated as possible back-up rail paths just in 

case route via Houston becomes unavailable. (Appendix 12). 

But there is a third actor in this inland rail moving - The Port Terminal Railroad Association 

(PTRA). This is a local Houston Port railway that operates within the port territory. PTRA will 

pull the railcars out of the port to the nearby BNSF railway yard. From there BNSF will take 

over. 
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Oversized Loads 

Different rail carriers may have different definitions of oversized loads. Once I have determined 

which rail carriers are to be used, I checked whether the locomotors are categorized as 

oversized loads by these railroads. Based on BNSF criteria for oversized loads, these 

locomotors are within weight limits 217,72 MT on an 8 axle car and within width limits 3.35m, 

but height is a bit more than maximum 5.18m above top of rail: locomotives are 4.88m and 

railcar is 1.31m, which brings up a total of 6.19m (BNSF, 2020). According to CN the engines 

are considered dimensional loads (CN, 2020). However, they do not require a special over-

dimensional train movement. 

Clearance requests must be submitted to the originating rail carrier, in our case BNSF. At least 

8 weeks before shipping an Oversized Clearance Request will be submitted to BNSF.to confirm 

that their infrastructure can handle the loads. 2 days before shipping cargo will be loaded and 

secured on railcars according to the Association of American Railroads (AAR) Open Top 

Loading Rules Appendix 12(Appendix 13Appendix 12). Locomotives undercarriage will be 

placed on wooden blocks and fastened by chains (Appendix 14Error! Reference source not 

found.). Both BNSF and CN granted clearance for a total cargo height of 16’ (4.88 m) in the 

past. 

The engines require specialty flatcars, which neither CN nor BNSF have in their fleet. They will 

be provided by TTX, a railcar cooperative of North American railroads which offers rail car 

pooling service (TTX, 2020). TTX should not be confused with a railroad or a railcar leasing 

company. I will contact TTX directly and request suitable railcar. Please see QTTX Railcar 

diagram on Appendix 15.Error! Reference source not found. 

A Broker’s entry must be filed in advance of the border crossing to facilitate seamless transit. 

The broker will file the PARS (Pre-Arrival Review System) Package with Canada Customs 

upon receipt of the Rail Manifest from CN rail, using the appropriate port code as the release 
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office. Cargo would likely cross the border at Port Huron, MI/ Sarnia, ON (Canadian Customs 

port code # 440). After that cargo would continue moving cleared for import by rail to GE plant.  
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Total Costing 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 
Risk management was used to identify, assess and control threats: 

 Customs clearance documentation should be accurate and correct  

 Broker entry must be filed in advance of border crossing 

 In case cargo is referenced for Examination by the CBSA, Importer has no other choice 

but bear costs associated with the examination.  

 Cargo must be insured by reputable insurance company 

 Hiring independent surveyor at the points of loading and discharge. 

 Experienced personnel can avoid or minimize damage due to human errors 

 Adequate means of lifting and center of gravity should be clearly indicated; and sufficient 

lashing points should be placed on the cargo 

 Risk of demurrage, detention and deadfreight as a result of cargo delays 

 Vessel berth delays due to swells, bad weather conditions, port congestion, berth 

availability  

 Environmental risks caused by using different modes of transport.  

Covid-19 

To be in the swim of international logistics and transportation, I want to write a point about 

Covid-19. During the pandemic import/export procedures and operations have been 

significantly adjusted. Governments announced state of emergency and a lock down. These 

times are being referred as “Logistics nightmare”: 

o Higher than ever possibility of Blank sailings and disruptions to shipping schedules. 

Considering that regular service from Rio de Janeiro is once a month just one blank 

sailing can cause a huge delay. 

o A vessel can refuse to call in a port en route should it appear that the Vessel and the 

crew are exposed to COVID-19 or a risk of quarantine. If it is a port of lading, then no 
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cargo will be loaded in such port or if it is a discharge port a carrier might take a 

decision to unload this freight in any other safe and convenient port and cnee is left to 

pay additional compensation for any services rendered to the cargo additionally to 

agreed rate. 

o Visa versa, a cargo ship can be denied entry to a Port for 14 days condition to crew 

members might have symptoms of COVID-19, which is a 2-week delay in schedule 

o Port facilities and terminals can experience temporary closures if its employees have 

been diagnosed with COVID-19 and therefore suffer from service disruptions, partial 

operations, delays 

Meantime, as I checked with Houston port, Ocean carrier, CN and BNSF rail, they are operating 

at normal capacity 
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CONCLUSION 
The GE Capital has three locomotives to re-deliver from the Port of Rio de Janeiro to their plant 

in London, Ontario in the end of a 10-year lease term. There is no strict delivery deadline and 

client is expecting to be offered the most economical and sensible transportation solution. 

Hence, transportation is to be arranged by ocean and on-carriage by rail. Routings via port of 

Houston has been chosen contrary to a routing via US East Coast ports, because of the 

available break bulk liner service from Brazil to Houston which makes routing via Houston about 

$63k cheaper compared to routing via Camden. 

The crucial question was how to move locomotives from Houston by rail. When ‘knuckle-

couplers’ on locomotives match, they could be pulled by one another on the same track. 

Despite the same ‘knuckle-couplers’ in Brazil, Canada and USA, pulling locomotives on own 

“wheels” is impracticable because of different gauge width in Brazil and USA/Canada. 

Locomotives become bulky immobile metal pieces - iron houses with no power. Next, I have 

scrutinized an option where narrow boogies are replaced with standard boogies in the port of 

discharge, so locomotives can be pulled over the rail track. But having an engineer from the 

GE installed boogies under engines is a costly and complicated venture with extra liabilities 

involved. I have decided to move locomotives from Houston on flatbeds by rail with boogies 

removed since this is a most practical solution. No rail carrier operates directly between 

Houston and London; therefore, the route will lay along BNSF rail tracks with interchange in 

Memphis to CN Rail and along CN rail track to London plant. 

I would like to conclude this import scenario with a quote from American writer Orison Swett 

Marden: 

“No man can be ideally successful until he has found his 
place. Like a locomotive he is strong on the track, but weak 
anywhere else.”  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1 

 
Source: 2020 YIFFA Dissertation Scenario  
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Appendix 2 
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Source: (CBSA(2), 2019) 

Appendix 3 

Inside Boeing B747-400F 

Source: (Air Charter Service(4), 2019)  

Manual Rollers 
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Appendix 4 

Boeing B747-400F 

Source: (Air Charter Service(2), 2019)  
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Appendix 5 

Ilyushin IL-96-400T 

Source: (Air Charter Service(5), 2019) 

Appendix 6 

Antonov AN-124 

Source: (Air Charter Service(1), 2019)   
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Appendix 7 

Upper deck side loading on Boeing B747-400F using FMC unit 

Source: Google Images 
 
Appendix 8 

Source: (Great Circle Mapper, 2019)  
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Appendix 9 

Source: Google Images 
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Appendix 10 

Source: (Oliveira(1), 2009) 

Appendix 11  

Source: (Oliveira(2), 2009)   

Boogies on a side 
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Appendix 12 
Source: Prepared by Author.  

Rio De Janeiro 

Houston 

CN Interchange 

Memphis, TN 

CN/CP Interchange 

Buffalo, NY 

London 

Camden 

Legend: 

Selected routing 

            Ocean 

             Rail 

Alternative routing 

             Ocean 

              Rail 
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Appendix 13 

Source: (AAR, 2017)  
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Appendix 14 

Source: Top (Johnson, 2009), bottom (Klapp, 2011)  
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Appendix 15 

Source: (TTX, 2020)  
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